Solid Fuel Heaters For Citrus Groves

By Kenneth K. Barnes and Kenneth R. Frost

A number of oil companies are developing solid fuel orchard heaters. Performance evaluations of this type of heater were conducted at The University of Arizona's Yuma Mesa Citrus Station during the winters of 1964-65 and 1965-66.

During 1964-65 wax candles were tested. The wax candles burned for from 12 to 14 hours and if snuffed out after one night's use could be used for protection on a second cold night. The effectiveness of the candles was judged by measurement of air temperature five feet above the ground at the periphery of trees. These air temperatures were compared with corresponding air temperatures in adjacent unheated grove areas to determine the temperature rise attributable to the heat released by the burning fuel. The heated test areas were about 2 1/2 acres in extent. In the 1964-65 tests, trials were conducted with one candle per tree under the trees, two candles per tree under the trees, two candles per tree between trees, and three candles per tree between trees.

Two conclusions were drawn from the tests with wax candles. First, the same temperature difference resulted from under-tree placement and between-tree placement of candles. Second, one candle per tree will give a temperature rise of from 1 1/2 to 2 degrees Fahrenheit, and the temperature rise will be proportional to the number of candles used per tree.

Petroleum Coke Tried

A petroleum coke brick grove heater was evaluated in 1965-66. In addition to measurement of its influence on temperature, a number of observations were made regarding labor requirements for distributing and lighting the units. The material was in the form of two-pound bricks packed in pairs in polyethylene bags to form a 4-pound package as shown in Figure 1.

These packages burned for from 4 to 5 hours after lighting. Trials were made of seven different patterns of placement of packages in the grove. The patterns are defined in Figure 2. They include a comparison of under-tree placement (pattern 3A) with between-tree placement (pattern 3B) and a comparison of distributed between-tree placement (pattern 2A) and in-line between-tree placement (pattern 2B). In all there were tests with 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 packages per tree. Tree spacing in all tests was 22′ x 23′. Figure 3 is a view between two rows of trees in a grove where solid fuel packages have been placed three per tree as in pattern 3B.

Results of a typical test are shown in Figure 4. The packages were ignited between 12:00 midnight and 1:00 A.M. The temperatures given for each test area and for the check area are the average of thermometer readings at the tree periphery five feet above the ground. Two packages per tree in pattern 2B were not as effective as two per tree in 2A. This is thought to be because of the greater chimney effect in 2B, with rapid rise of heated air above the concentrated heat source of the two packages grouped together.

Placement Important

Figure 5 summarizes the results of all tests. It is noted that at 3 packages per tree there is essentially no temperature rise difference between under-tree placement and distributed between-tree placement. It is thought that if, in the case of pattern 6, the 6 packages per tree had been...
Labor Requirements for Distributing Petroleum Coke Heating Packages in Groves*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Packages per Tree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Line Patterns</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Patterns</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under-Tree Patterns</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Underlined figures are observed data. Other figures are developed from personal judgment.
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distributed about the tree more uniformly, an additional 2 degrees of temperature rise would have been achieved.

All tests were run at air temperatures above 30° F. to insure that the operation of wind machines in adjacent grove areas would not interfere with results. It is assumed that the temperature increases obtained from solid fuel in the 30 to 40 degree air temperatures could also have been obtained in 20 to 30 degree air temperatures.

Labor studies of operations with the petroleum coke packages covered a range of systems of handling and distributing the product in the grove and of lighting of the fuel.

For Labor Efficiency

Table 1 gives expected labor requirements as drawn from results of the field studies. In-line patterns such as 1, 2B and 6 which allow straight-line movement through the grove result in minimum labor ranging from 0.5 man-hours per 100 trees for one package per tree to 1.2 man-hours per 100 trees for six packages per tree. Distributed patterns such as 2A, 3B or 4 which require movement in and out of the rows require additional labor.

In some cases it may be possible to minimize this by tossing the packages into the in-row position. Under-tree placement requires greatly increased labor when the tree canopy comes to the ground all around, as was the case in the grove treated in these tests. All experience reported here used a three-man crew in which one man drove a tractor pulling a trailer load of fuel and two men distributed the packages.

In addition to the distribution labor presented in our table, labor was required for loading packages onto the trailer. Solid fuel packages used in these tests were delivered packed 12 to a fiberboard carton. Time studies showed that opening cartons and dumping heating packages onto a flatbed trailer required 0.8 man-hours per 100 cartons. Additional labor time must be allowed for carton disposal and for travel to and from grove areas.

In summary, the total time for loading and distributing 3 packages per tree in a uniform pattern such as 3B may be expected to be 1.5 man-hours per 100 trees, allowing for some travel time.

Time to Ignite

Labor is also required for ignition of the solid fuel. Liquid fuel torches which burn a combination of gasoline
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and diesel fuel are very effective. The upper surface of the solid fuel package can be quickly covered with the burning liquid fuel to achieve good ignition. Igniting the solid-fuel packages required 0.2 to 0.5 man-hour per 100 trees. The lower figure is for one package per tree, and the labor is increased for distributed patterns compared to in-line patterns. The 0.5 man-hour per 100 trees applies to six packages per tree in a distributed pattern. Placement under trees having low canopies required two to three times the lighting labor of between-tree patterns.

Typically one might achieve a six degree temperature rise for four hours using three 4-pound packages of petroleum coke fuel per tree, uniformly distributed in the grove, with a total expenditure of labor for handling and lighting the fuel of 1.9 man hours per 100 trees.

Conclusions:

Solid fuel petroleum coke grove heating products in 4-pound packages may be effectively used in grove heating with expectation of the following inputs of labor and heating results.

1. Labor for loading and placing in grove in practical patterns will range from 0.6 man-hour per 100 trees for one package per tree to 1.7 man-hours per 100 trees for six packages per tree. Labor for opening and disposing of cartons will be an additional 0.8 man-hour per 100 cartons.

2. Lighting will require 15 minutes per 100 trees for one package per tree to 30 minutes per 100 trees for six packages per tree placed in groups of two around the trees.

3. Average air temperature rise at the 5-foot level in groves may be expected to be 11/2 to 2° F. per package per tree with the high figure applying to the lower numbers of packages per tree and the most uniform distribution patterns. Two degrees per tree may be expected at one package per tree. Nine degrees per tree may be expected if six packages per tree are distributed about trees in groups of two.

FIGURE 5 — Temperature rise above unheated areas achieved by various amounts and placements of petroleum coke grove heaters during 1965-66 tests.
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TURKEY
For Thanksgiving
and Christmas

By C. D. Busch

(A staff member reports on his travels from last Nov. 15 through Jan. 15, which were devoted to evaluating a Turkish irrigation project.)

The Turks tell many stories relat-